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CRITICAL RESEARCH ISSUES
POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION IN THE 1980

_ I TECHNOLOGICALLY RELATED-ISSUES

.1/4

"Impact of New Technology on Learnini Processes irgrt
Postsecondary Education: CAI and CMI ApproacheFus. ik

The primary need for research in this are& caatesi,
to the impact of computer technology Lon managemenf,.in-
struction, and ldarning in institutions of highs* eauca.-
'tion and in preparation of elementary and secondary
teachers at colleges and universities to make the best
use of computer technology during their owff>.cereers.

k,
The'need for such research appears-to be, much'more

kedilly,,felt in the latter context than the forther. In
higherIeducation, over half of the students using com-
puterigare concentrated in three departments: computer
science, engineering, and business (35). The overall re-
sponse of post-secondary instructors--except for those
teaching in these three areas, along with teacher educa-
tion--to the possibilities of instructional programs and
classroom management techniques in which computers are
used appears to be sporadic and generally tepid, while
the positive response of grade-school teachers approaches
unanimity'(50), N

In one 1980, study, 92 percent of a sample population
of K-12 teachers, student teachers and teacher educators
rated the need for imparting "computer literacy" to stu-
dents by the time of _high school grauation.as extremely
important; only six percent of the same group rated them-
selves qualified to teach "computer literacy' (51). "Com-.
puter literacy" means different things to different com-
mentators, but a common denominator appears-to include
some experiencePh computer usage, basic programming
skills, and some knowledge of the applications of computer -I
based skills and information (35).

It follows then that research is needed to deter-
mine the effectiveness of different types of computer
use, alone or in combination with traditionalmethods,
in educational settings. The highest.priordty should be
given to testing their effectiveness at the grade-school
level, where the greatest need.ra felt for expanding and



improving their use, for the purpose of determining how
teachers should be trained in colleges and universities
(31). Only in this way can postsecondary institutions
educate teachers in uses of computer technology which
have been proven to be appropriate and beneficial: Sev-
eral frameworks fort research methodology in this sort_
of evaluation have'been suggested (12). Methods have
been proposed even for evaluating the indirect economic
(7), political, socia and cultural impacts of computer
use in education (30

To break the suggested analysis down a bit further,
the effectiveness' of computer use in two broad areas of
application needs to be analyzed: Computer-Assisted (or
Computer-Augmented) Instruction (CAI) and Computer-Managed
Instruction (CMI). There is obvious* some overlap be-
-tween these areas, and considerable confusion is likely
because the second term is not used by its protagonists
in the my,,,laymen would expect, but, as used by most
writers and those otherwise offering testimony in the
field, the division is roughly the-following.

CAI is instruction administered by a computer, usu:-
ally in the form of packages for courses (32): it pre-
sents information to students at their own pace and also
tests them in a fashion which allows them to proceed at
an individual rate of achievement, rather than simply
being part of a group which moves forward at the same'
pace under methodS of group instruction using standard
'textbooks and other material common to the entire group.
It can apply either modular, stand -alone microcomputers
or'larger central computers used on a time-sharing basis
(10). While originally designed for more factual learn-
ing, CAI has been'successfully used in the humanities,
even for stimulating invention in English composition
(11). In spite of.ics versatile applicability in many
frames of reference, 'CAI anpears to be a more sophisti-
cated extensd.on of realm of the older "teaching-machine,"
which was one of the,first mechanical devices used in
instructional technology and which at the time of its
inception was not generally. thought of as a computer.

The underlying rationale of CAI is efficiency of
production, with units' of learning being the items pro-
dUced, whether the units are low-level factual question/
answer sequences (54) or fairly abstract designs for con-
cept attainment (29). Obviously, then, it can be used ,

to accelerate what for roughly the last fifteen years in
post-secondary education has been called CHP (Credit-Hour

.Production) at all levels of education.



hos who stress a need for expanding cni argue
tha the CA apPebach'is too mechanistic and treats
schools too muqh as factories. While t term, "Computer
Managed Instruction" might conjure up an age of a. .

heightened degree of."Computer-Assisted I truction,"
current CMI advocates tend to look with s e suspicion(

upon CAI proponents because'of the'latters alleged con-
,-. viction that the more learning units are mastered the

more educational goals are achieved. CMI proponents
would like to shift the emphasis on computer use to one
.in which the computer increasingly takes over the cleri- '
cal,Nroutinet functions of'teaching, such as recordkeeping,
'test- generation, st-correction, and data procur ent
(2,39), leaving,teac ers larger amounts'of.free ti e eó

. relate to their .stude s on an individual basis a t5
enable instructors "upWardly to integrate" their s dents'
owledge into achievement of bropder educational go ls.

_____,. - Such assertions and attempts at classification
,

,raise nearky, as many quistions as hey answer, but that
should be just fine from the standpoint of researching
issues. in post-secondary education.. The point for the
moment is to clarify the questions raised and determine
if and how they can be answered by research.

The first question under this heading is: How valid
is the attribution of a school-as-factory mental set to
those favoring the CAI approach? Is it, in fact, true
that they favor the mastering of a maximum number'of unit's
by a maximum number of students as the sole goal of CAI?

A ,This is the sort of thing which could 'be resetrched,on'a,
,'questionnaire basis, sampling those in the field who are

teaching or-using CAI methods. If the answer is essen-
.

P tially 'No," then the further question can be asked and
answered: What additional utility is seen in this approadh,
an4 howlwell is.CAI fumciioningto achieve those addi--
tional g als, (28)"?

,
..

,

--' If, fi.the other hand,-the first answer is essen-
tally "14e then it is.uR to CMI proponents to make a
case for the4.r goal of using time made free through CMI
applications for the purpose of achieving."upward integra-
tion" (brciadedUcatibnal goals),. Here, we are ,obviously
into the s ere of values," which- is a little trickier
place 05-be- tssessing' the impact off technology on post-
secondary ed cati4n, but there.is,no reason to believe
that some very-utdful values clarification could°11of be .

reached through systematically sampling the responses of
those who advoca%te those values.

.

% 4 : 4
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Obvious questions under this heading would include:
What goals, apartfrom the imPartingI)f information, does
the CMI advocate envision teachers working towards with
their students in_the time freed by CMI usage?' Probably
(to judge by the existing-literature) first answers would'
be vapid 'nd platitudinous--on the'brder of "making the
student feel good about hidge`lf,","allo4ng,th-Otudent'

k to achieve the total integration of his pers6n4ity," etc. --
% but it should not be beyond the scope of researchers' in-

gentiity to elicit-enoughsubsequent illustrations from
respondents as-to (a)lbilether there is realySubstance in
the professed goals and, if there is; (b) whether this in-
volves impartingAidme,type of philosophy or capacity' to
interpret knowledge to students; if so, then (c) what
sort ofphiloSophy and whit sort of interpretive capacity;
further', (d) how is this:(are these),to be imparted:_ per -sonal r $struction by 'the books, ue
of fre
if,.none of these, how else?'

Even with the most optimisvickprq.imirfary assess-
,

ment of CAI and CMI approach to learntng:'it'seems cer-
tain that. applying them in 4ipost-secondgry environment

'cannot be' done withou:t retention of traditiorfal elements,
of instruction. It has.beep persuasively argued that even
in the Cesign'of computer-based instructional development
project's, it is necessary to fall-back On "art, intuition,
and,pesonal experience" (15). A study completed more than
'twenty years ago concluded that conventional teaching meth-

, .6ds using aieect classroom instruction produced better
understanding and.retention by students than comparable
televised ,instruction°(45). sMore recent. research tends
towards findings of "no digference" betc4een computer-
based and traditional modes of instruction (42), blic the
caveat remains that sOstantially more research-needs to
be'aone'in this grea 11.2).

Impact-of.New Technolo
or

'the Compgtibility Degree
with th the La or MaTkit

.

The Opening of nw fields of occupational endeavor
as the result of technological 'advances, coupled with
the drying.up of employment opportunities in suPerseded
modes of'production, is a phendmenon at least as old as
the Industrial Revolution. The 'last several decades, how-
Wer, have Seen an acceleration'in this.trend,
ly affecting positions . ght by graduates of post-secondary

,

institutions of education for more than a .decade classi-
fied sections of major nec paperS 4tte been offerng plenty
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of employment opportunities for more graduates than exist
in newer, technical fields, hile the real-life graduates
of colleges and universities often find themselves pre-
pared for career opportuniti, which are no longer there.

T-
In.the past, attempts to ptedict labor markets for

the plailnin purposes of educational institutions have
sometimes oduced disasterous results: one of the rea- +
sons for5. t e glut of teachers in traditional disciplines
at the end of the 1 60s and beginning of the 1970s was
media 'stress, promp d by estimates of educators and edu-,
sAtional.admilptra , on the existing teacher.shortage.
These were conibined ith exhortations to young'pekple.to
enter upon teaching careers. Somewhat later, the need
for urban planners as greatly overestimated in post-
secondary edudatipnal circles.. All this notwithstanding,
boththe optimum utilization of institutional resources
in times of financial retrenchment and the standing goal
of preparing graduates for real, employment opportUnities
demand that some research efforts #be focused on predicting
the labor, market of the mid- and late-1980s. It has been
said often enough that "forecasting" is all that research
can do, while forecasting is not "predicting" in the social
sciences; however, since forecasting is all that institu-
tions of higher learning have to go on in planning for the
future, forecasts will continue to be used as predictions
in spite of the caveats of researchers, in the same way
that people planning outdoor events treat weather forecasts
as predictions in ehe absence of aiything else (52). The
expense of new technologically related programs requires
anavoidance of any unnecessary duplication or overlap
both within institutions and among institutions of higher
learning related through either geographical proximity or
(in the case of state colleges and universities) members
in the ,same system (4).

Post-secondary institutions will have to develop up-
dated, cost-effectiye programs to'meet the demands of new

''technology. This can be done only with ongding assess-
ment of the impact of this technology on the labor market.
The task of(acquiring data for such a wide field as the,
labor market is a gigantic one; but two approaches for re-
search could profitably be used: .much more could be made
4of.a combination of data available from employment agencies
Akia college placement services, to pinpoint both areas of
increasing and decreasing employment opportunity; at the
same time,:on the basis of some variation of stratified

. qubta sampling, employers in all sectors of the economy
could be surveyed as to their present and projected em-

_ ploymept needs.
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When areasof present and future employment' oppor-
tunity for graduates are identified in studies which in-
tegrate the impact of new technology with forecasts stress-
ing demographic and economic factors,'post-secondary edu-
cational institutions will have to test their programs as.
they go along both for their ability actually to meet the
market and for cost-effectiveness.

There are numerous model systems for pursuing tedh-.
nological°'assessment with or without evaluating side ef-
fects or "second2order consequences" (12,30). These range
from "anasynthesis," a combination of analysis, synthesis,
modeling, and simulation, which has roots in electrical
engineering but which has been used with claims of success'
to evaluate and update educational programs since 1963 (48),
to "adversary evaluation" (3,12). in whichVrogram adminis-
trators are expected to defend each element of their edu-
cational units and methodology against hostile questions
and claims from all possible angles, including political
ones. Heretofore, such models have keen applied more of-
ten to business and governmental studies than to higher
education, where they'now seem equally appropriate. While
the schematics for research in business and academia are
sometimes quite differefit because of discrepant goals, and
values, this is not the case here: meeting the markdti up-
dating programs, and achieving cost-effectiveness are aims
'shared by business and academia in this particular context
of research projects.

II. ENROLLMENTS, STUDENT BODY MAKE-UP AND Fl ANCES

Federal/State Role in Projecting Enrollments

Although there is ,general agreement that enrollments
at post-secondary educational institutions will continue
to decline at least through the 1980s, the distribution,,
of the decline appears mach legs certain (19,22). It ap-
peap likely that the major responsibility for making pro-
jecEions regarding coming enrollments will belong to the
states; however, there may well a federal'role in as-
certaining which methodologies state agencies should use,
in order to insure the highest degree of Accuracy. The-
type of data to be used will range frog 4mographic mate-
rial (birth rate, population shifts among' regions, etc.)
to projections of those jobs'needing to be filled in dif-
ferent branches of the economy, which will affect the en-
rollments of certain types of institutions' of higher educa-
tion much more sharply than others (18,19,52).

40 .
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Research efforts could be profitably expended in
determining which data mix has yieldpd the most accurate
results in 'making enrollment predictions for various type6
of institutions of higher education. Since a major vari-

--- able in. deterMining numbers of students who may pursue
higher education in successive years is the state of the
ecOpomy generally and the fiean44.al accessibility of
college eduction to students, it will be necessary to

. factor inteth a research some overall assessment of the
ability of state and private institutions of higher educa-
tion to continue offering thoge programs at tuition and
other cost levels which students can afford,

n

a.

Evaluation .of Possible Increased Influence of State
Funding Agencies on Post-secondary Edutation,

As federal aid to institutions of higher education
is diniinished, state funding agencies. will be regarded as

w
the source of additional funds.

will
this role, state legis-

latures and other'state agencies ill increas*ngly find.
themselves ih\a position to exercise greater tnfluence over
the'future of both public and private institutions ('22).

Basic research needs ko be-done here in ascertaining
to what extent needs should be met wi-hin at least two
posdible frames of reference.: (1) if' to s are assumed`
to be responsible for picking up-the costs f previously,
federally flAnded programs; (2) if it is assumed that states_

-are not financially in a position t take over the costs of
previously federally financed progr s en masse. In the
latter case, evaluative research becoilLiperative to
determine which of the terminate programs gave been most
effective an4 consequently most deserving of state funding
with the limited resources of the states and how much of
the cost states can expect to pass.on to students receiving
the benefits of" higher edutation.

OP
The factor of greater sta te influence is itself a

ery sensitive but significant subject area for research.
A matter of concern to some administrators' and faculty
groups at the moment is the type of "strings" which may
be attached to state funding in coming years. There is , 4
perhaps a natural tendency on the part.of such groups to
pose questions on this topic in a fashion whichlimplies
that there-is a th'reat to the quality of gibucation from
the impending intrusion of state legislatures and funding
agencies into more levels of the educational process (13,
19,25); however, this is only one way of approaching the
matter. It would seem to be ecr.11y possible that greater
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accountability could lead to higher cotpetency require-
ments for students', different (not necessarily more: per-
haps fewer or alternate) certification requirements for
teachers, and more stringent standards for institutional
accreditation. Thpse, if properly implenerited, could en
hance the quality of 'education.

Basic research in this area could at least partly
ascertain.the relationship (if any) between a greater fi-
nancial "pinch" felt in fulidOg for higher eduation and
a greater impact of the state legislature or funding agency
in question for the setting of such standards as those noted
above, Beyond this, attempts should be made to evaluate the
effectiveness of legislative. and agency efforts to.eXert
more influence on aspects of higher education, This type
of research is certainly not easy:, no is, it even1p.ossible
on a s ort-term basis.' Evaluating t eeffectiveness of
progra s in higher education means a essence evaluating
the educations of students who come out of them. In most-
instapcw, this can h40. done onlyb'with regard to persons who
have put their education to. use for-a measurable period o
time. It is simply ndttknown whether more state-directives
will'enhance or detract from university.mission and program
integrity (1). There is not even any agreement On:how to
test with any accuracy in this area. Nonetheless; -it would
appear to be extremely worthwhile to attempt.to undertake
this sort of evaluation, although feelings and suspicions.
jare running high on'several sides at the moment and 4 would
require a good deal of methodological trial and error at the
outset.

Likely Change in the Role of Community Colleges

One of the areas in whicksubstantial change can be
expected for the next decade is in the area, of community
college roles. Present indicatigns are that community
colleges are more subject tochange than four-year insti-
tutions for several reasons) tenure is much less of a
factor (sometimes simply non-existent) at community col-
leges, which makes the restructuring of pheir faculties
much-easier to implement than at f5ur-year colleges; the'
cumulative effect 9f their lobbying efforts and-the,in-
fluence of their alumni groups appears to be much less
than that of four-year institutions; and their justifica-
tion in terms pf community service has, a degree of imme-
diacy in it not generally ?wand in four-year colleges,
which makes resistance to new program implementations and
deletions much less than in most.,universities.
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.-:With .Community,coll,bges mosCausceptible to change,
particulatlyHthd type Ofchafige,impOsed by', circumstances
and outside authority s(a-s'opposed to internally generated
efforts. at .eh nge inth .fotm cif expansion and upgrading
of missions a re,AOur' sr,

.

evearchWould bequite.useful
,todete*xline most..gener ly desirable future roles :the

... shOuld:haVe. For'example 1 ,-thesedays of'declini g2en-
p

-.,rollinentS:lit.might'seem selfspggesting. to th4Ik OT.con=.
...:.. -.-71k.. ,traCting the scope of community eolleges and even cliing

:

. -\'sgme-of7,t4m,..since there will :be more t an enough room
,: in four- college's for. most students uatified to re-

ceive'posZ-secOndary-,aducatiorhea certainly' nothing
c ,to prixent.'..fourtyear.collegesfiom:gl1.74g more associate

6 o-3iear degrees:.Traditional four,iyear .colleges have
7"alteady begun

ing'vocational,p

40n th otherhand, the. opposite trend.ight be-more
beneficial.: if it:ia, ascertained. :that oOMmunity post-
-secOndary g cational.needs are:Telt.in.the areas to be

. . ,served as vocational anpi of!dtype for,. which two yea 6f'
learning4re sufficient', while totd1studen financial re;-
sources have decreased ,along ;wit o 4r gov nmental fi-

' nancial..zesourdea,for education, t ex andin their le
qe. commtgriy:colleges'at theexpens o tra itional ost-
secondary institutions cduld'be ju titied'. This: uld
amount;. to encouraging a contInua4 n Of ?the trandofthe
1979s;. Wthe,ten-year period end. g in 1978, two7year
'institutions oOlc an increesIngly 1 ger percentage,of

'° higher educatidn-enrollments-22 s

'Basic research'herawould 'involve xtensive cost-,
benefit.Falysisnot,only On CHP:,in.community"tolleges
contrasted with that 'of four- year;, genera liberal arts
coileg s, but' also on the:rerativ,e. quality of the educa7

-7) tiori ofi.k ered.' The inevitable subjectivity regarding qual-
ity. is no an insuperable obst'acle. ,There are standards
of competency'and, performance. The question Of'felt-need
satisfaction ,isalsoanswtabre: Is the:tYp'of educa-
tion under cOnsicteration that which° ip.desired by citizens
.of the community:in Whlch'thepost-secondary institution
is based and by those who: have received their education
or vocational training from it?

compete with two,L7year:colleges in offer-
rams 'or otherPot.limited scope (13)`.

,Evaluation of Reduced FiscarCapaciv of-Post-secondaty
Educational In-s-Tiftifions r

. ,

Related to, but*still separate from', the problem of,
^decliriing.enrollmenes is the matter of meeting educational
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budgets in an age of scarcer resoUrdes. It would appear
that, if present trends' continue and the\federar govern-
ment reduces its funding, further, states will assume more
of. the costs of running institutions of higher education
but will' also have to charge' students more for attending
them. This is, in fact,'already happening. (l6).:-Here

_ research would be 'useful to determine how much of,the bur-.
den can be shifted to students 'before the objection comes

Itt into play that deserving students. ate\,unake to pursue An
education commensurate with their abilities because o too
high costs, or put more crudely; that' higher educat' n will
be "only for the rich." The whole area of student loans
could stand objective examination in this connection, and
signifiaant.research can probably be done with data which
will becoMe available in the next year or so 'concerning
the federalsgovernment's new efforts to collect defaillted
loans. Obviously, a system in which those unable to pay
for their educations are first assisted through loans and,
through repayments with interest, later make future funds
availablelfor succeeding generations of students is the
goal here, but considerable actuarial research needs to
establish the future viability of such a sy'stem.

All indications are that costs for institutions of
higher education will continue to rise in the next decade,
which will continue to have a particularly strong impact
on many private institutions of higher education (22). As
a whole, the private sector of American post-secondary
education is threatened by the effects of 'declining enroll-
ments in a very uneven way (33). While it is true that
state institutions of higher education have public revenues,
to fall back on in times of economic retrenchment, while
private institutions by definition do not, it is also true
that there are much wider discrepancies in the resources
of private institutions than of public ones. 0; one hand,
the well-reputed ivy-league schools, those which are well-
endowed from alumni or church sources, and those specializ-
ing in research and technological development, appear to
be currently less affected by economic crisis than those
of the public'sector, while "others" are much more affected
(33,19). It is a matter of some priority to identify thasj
relative vulnerability of different types of private col-I
leges and universities to increasing economic pressures.
It may be possible to isolate the factors which contribute
to the viability or non-viability of different kinds of
private institutions of higher learning in an age of econo-
mic stringency, apart from the obvious criteria of endow-
ments or the success of annual giving programs.
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As enrollments decline, the competition for students
etween the private and publicssectors will be close. In-
diwidual public institutions can be expected to step up.
their recruiting efforts to keep from being affected by

--T this national trend, and private schools will be threatened
T by-such increased Yecruiting efforts. Preliminary studies

. suggest that options are open to the private' institutions,.,
as well as to state plariners, to Insure that increasing

-portions of the student population are not merely trans-
ferred -from the` private sector, but that,the resources ,

available in both p31ate and public institutions are uti-
lized most effectively (33). The options must be identi-
fied, prioritized and effectively implemented, if private
institutions, are to survive the competition, and for this
to be done detailed research on types o4.46osSibilities will
be necessary.

Some research also appears warranted to determine the
most effective use"of governmental funds in aiding private
co4.1eges. For example, how effective have different state
programs which provide some sort of tuition assistance to
-those attending private'tolleges been in alleviating the
straitened circumstances of private colleges caught be-
tween rising -costs and declining enrollments? Is this sort
of direct assistance to students or their parents better
utilized than assistance to,the institutions themeelves?
From a purely theoretical standpoint there should b no
difference: money given to private institutions l' ically
could be used to hold down or reduce costs in a wawhich
would keep tuition .lower;' however, empirical research needs
to be done, in order to determine whether this is true in'
fact as well as theory.

Projecting Impact of Increasing Numbers of Older Students

In the face of overall declining enrollments, the
numbir 'of "older" (over twenty-five years of age) students'
in post-seCondary but still undergraduate education ap-
pears tq have held steady and even increased' during the.
1970s in some areas. The percentage of college students
in the fourteen to thirty-four years age.bracket who were
twenty-five or older increased from 22.2\percent to 26.2
percent between 1973 and 1978 (22). Theercentage of
students over thirty-five increased from 8.8 percent to
11.7 percent luring the same period (53):

Here there are two separate questions to be inves-.
tigated: that of future numbers and that of anticipated
:effects of these numbers. Numerical projections Gould

14
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probably be be refined by constructing profiles of typical
-older-student types, particularly their motivation for
pursuing post - secondary education Later than other stu-
dent,i,'ansi correlating the results withmore demographic
data.

40
1

Getting a, statistical handle oh the motivational
aspect.of older- student enrollment is'allLimportant before
proceeding to the area of effects. At .the moment, it is
not clear whether the typical older student is one who
wants largely to update his vocational skills for passible
job advancement or one who wants - (particularly in part-
time, evening class settings) educational enrichment be-
yondmhis vocational interests. It is like,ly that very di-
verse sets of.factors will come into play in defining a

'

. multiplicity of older-student types., the proportions of
which will vary by region and by individual campus. When
more clarity regarding the motivations and academic in-
terests of older students is achieved and numerical pro-
jections have been made, it will be possible to research
the coming impact on post-gecondary institutions, so that

4 curriculum revision can be planned and.implemented if it
appears that substantial changes will be needed.

Achieving Desired Increases in Minority-Group Representation
in Student Bodies at Institutions of Higher Education

More minority-group students are enrolled in higher
e ation tan\ever before in the United States (22). And
yet, it regl.ly does not require any research at the moment
to demonstrate that attempts to increase minority repre-
sentation at those institutions of higher education which
have had few minority studgfits earlier have had vety un-
even records of success, while coryesponding efforts to
induce larger white enrollments 0-largely black colleges
hav

jil)

been among the most abject faiLures'of educational
dire tive efforts in the last fifteen years. Some research
howe r, appears warranted to determine what factors have
had an at least partly ameliorating effect in either or
both contexts. How successful have special scholarships
beery in attracting desired students in ethnic categories?
Has the practice of "shading" academic admission require--
ments been widespread, and, if so, what have been the con-
sequences.? Is there-any measure which has been successful
in attracting black students to colleges in an environment
where there is vir ally no black community?

drithe negativ side, the threat of withdrawal of
federal funds has ce tainly been keenly felt by adminis-
trators in institute ns of higher education, but.--it is not

.
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known to what degree vhe threat or application of sanctionsa
has resulted in bringing about the desired, hanges. Here,
too, a study Is called for, to establish w at the actual
effects of threats and sanctions have been.

Black Studies, Affirmative Action,and Goals.of'Integration

Partly as a recruitment mechanism for black faculty
and students and partly as a social answer to racial prob-
lems, Black Studies received national attention in ,the 1960i
and 1970s. The image of Black Studies programs became in-
creasingly negative as a result of poorly conceived and ad-
ministered examples. If Black Studies programs are to be
continued, a distinction is needed between Afro-American
programs as an academic discipline and as a partial remedy
to social' ills. In the former context, these studies should
have a core and courses in methodology, while the integrity
of the program should be immune to compromises by adminis-
trators, faculty, and students (54). Some research could
botyprofitably expended to indicate which existing programs
could meet these standards, and recommendations for others
could be made after an analysis of what had made a difference
in the best Black Studies programs. If findings concerning.
the-viability of-Black Studies- programs from an academic:
standpoint turn out to be largely negative, the question of
whether the programs should be continued merely as recruit-
ment devices should be faced. Basic to answering that ques-
tion in turn would, of course, be data indicating whether
or not t se programs have indeed been effectiveas recruit-
ment-debic

4

Vital t constructively using any of the data related'"
to special mi ority group recruitment is-

d
an answer to the

simple questi,n: What have' been the e s of firmative
action on othe special admissions policies or t epresumed
beneficiaries themselves? It.is,one thing to research the,
effect of such policies on the numerical proportioni of
minority students in institutions of higher education where
they had not been; or were just barely, represented before;
it is an entirely different matter to determine whether the
special measures'used have benefitted minority students.

c°

Some solid, initial. research has been done here,
and the resulting findings should be follotaed up. One
study"Race Relations at Harvard," (49) findslthat many
black students feel that, because of their admission on
the basis of affirmative-action policies, their academic
abilities are doubted by their peers, the faculty, and the
administrators. They feel conflicts about the negative

16
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aspects of affirmative action policies, yes they are reluc-
tant to argue against them, all of which increases their
self-doubt and insecurity. The study indicates that even
the basic, integrative aspect-of such policies isiin doubt:
minority students at Harvard were found tending to cluster .

together)n dining halls, and extracurricular actiVities,
and, in such settings;'to foster an environment of racial,
exolusiVeness (49).

If this be the case at Harvard, where affirmative ac=
tion policies may be presumed to have been carried,out under
quite good conditions, analogous situations elsewhere are
worth examining. Objective research sh)uld give some answer
to the questionof whether increasing the number of, minority
students at an institution,has proven effective in itself
to further the goals of racial diversity within the student
body and relative integration of minority groups into aca-, .

demic mainstreams. It may be found;that increases by them-*
selves may only exacerbate the problems, which would, of
course, raise questions about the future of affirmative ac
tion programs in college-admissi.ons; on the other hand, it,
may be found that these policies can be :successful it .used,
moderately in conjunction with others which are not yet
generally known.

Projecting Effects of Federal Budget Cuts on Goals of
Title IX Sex Discriiiation Regulations

Attempts to have women admitted to previously all-.
male institutions of higher learning appear to have been-
successful in,the main over the past two decades, so that
there is no evident need for much flirther research to de-
termine how women as students can be integrated into.cam-
pus life where they were previously barred, as.in the case
of'blacks. Nor are there reports of women at such insti-
tutions clusteringitogether in dining halls or pursuing'
exclusively all-female extra-curricular activities in any
fashion which threatens the goal of such measures. The
matter of equitable employment of women in higher educa-
tion, on the other hand, is a serious but different one,
and will be noted later.

Still within the context of women as students, there
are some areas in which Title IX policies appear to be
counter-productivet Implementing Title IX, like enforcing
Section 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act, which
deals with access for the handicappedto buildings, illas
proven to be much more expensive than anticipated (13).
As funds become tighter, thT cost of compliance with Title

17
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,
IX regulations is causing some schools to drop certain ath-
letic programs rather than comply. This has been given as
a direct or indirect reason for,eliminating'some varsity.
sports,at (among others) University of Colorado, Yald Uni-
versity, Colorado State University, ,and the University of
California(it.Berkeley.' The direct connection is the ex-
perise providing cpmparable prou'ams-fOr

E the "'Im4Wer" sex; the indirececonpedtion is .that the extra:-
expense in providing equal opportunities to both sexes ma/
force' schools to drop other-existing programs for both,
sexes. 'As an example of the former, the University of Mary-
land dropped men's football, tennis and swimming at its

'Eastern Shore campus; as an example of the latter, the
University of Colorado dropped men's and women's suthuming
and gymnastics (40).

Such a trend'obviously worki againSt the intent of
the regulations, Research could profitably.be done to.de-
termine to' what extent the reduction in funds is likely to
cause the elimination of programs.for both sexes and thus
lessen opportunities in general. The' significance of'.such
investigations may, ,of course, be modified, if the courts'

iconfirm that Title IX applies only to educational "programs
which receive direct federal funds (44).. This would sub-
stantially-dimiiiiihthe overall ir4,act of Title IX in this
context.

. Achieving Desired Increases in Female and Minority-Group
RepresentafTEErE Faculty andAUETErtrative Appointments

The effect of Title IX and affirmatiVe'action measur;es
on faculty and administrative appointments needs in-depth
investigation and evaluation. While there is no question
but what such appointments have numerically increased over 1
the past two decades, there is considerable question as. to
the relative quality of such appointments (44). The very,
nature of academic hierarchies makes qualitative implemen-
tation within a short period of time inherently difficult.
Tenured positions are obviously more valuable than non
tenure&ones; at the same time, the number of years set.
as a norm before tenure is granted militates against rapid-
ly awarding tenured positions to achieve group equality. .

The same thing is true of proMotions to associate-and full.
professor rank. Exceptions have been made here, but some
research appears to be justified on the effectiveness of
both incentives and, sanctions on achieving qualitative,
as well as quantitative, increases inkfemale and minority-
group representation--i.e., proportionate ones°in the de-
sired higher levels of faculty appointments.

18
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Approaching the same subject matter from a different
direction; we might well ask: if years before tenure and
time -in- grade= before promotion are thought of as assuring
a better quality of instruction an4 research at itstitu-

7-'-_ tions of higher learning, .is it not likely that making ex-
ceptions to assure quota-meeting by whatever name may, po-
tentially be damaging to that quality? T is would involve

..the researcher in very sensitive areas of faculty-evalua-
tion. Institutional rules may, in fact, revent or limit
much of the desired research in this area. This, however,
does not change the fact that, since fed ral policy has

> made use of both affirmative action and Title IX, hard
data in this area would be useful to pol'cymakers.

o Thematter of proportionate quali y in administra-
tive appointments may be a bit easier o_approach. Gen-
erally spaking, the time and experien e requirements
for higher,,positions are flexible, and while these may
be affected by state job-security reg lations, those rules
are not nearly so rigid as the ones protecting tenure. Of
the major obstacles f cing the researcher dealing with
higner-level faculty appointments, t e most serious one
facing the same researcher concerned now with higher-level
administrative appointments is the roblem of determining
tq what extent female and' minority- roup appointments
which appear to have been made on the basis of less in
the way of experience requirements than comparable male,
minority-group appointments are due to an.attempt to com-
.ply with regulations, as opposed to recognition of excep-
tional talent. In this corner of institutional research,
it may be prohibitively difficult to obtain suffipie*,
data to come to secure conclusions. Once,again, however,
the importance, of the issue makes the attempt worth risk-
ing.

An easier, more direct, and quite useful type of
study in this.area would involve making correlations be-

,tween the threat and/or applications of federal sanctions
and,the corresponding increase or lack of increase in
'female and Minority -group appointments at both higher
fabulty and administrative levgls. This wo ld yield only
quantitative information, but this would be aluable in
itself and furnish'a good starting basis for esearch

4-directed beyond this into more qualitative di ensions.

ry
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III. POST-SECONDARY PREPARATION OF ELEMENTARY AND
SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS`'

Curriculum Assessment in Teacher IEducation . /

--/

_ - fihe issue of. how much "pedagogy'! and how muc.h,"basic
subject matter': should be included iciteacher.education
Was been debated hotly, but with rather more heat then
1 ht, for half a century; however, there are solid tea-
son why this and related issujs should be thormighly re-
s ched irt the 1980s (8). There has been something of a
glut in the preparation of elementary and secondary school
teachers nationwide within the-last decade, overcoming the
teacher shortage of the early 1960s, although there has
been a strong demand for teaghers.in certain fields, no-'
tably special education. Willi declining enrollments sug-
gesting a drop in funding forteacher education, it ap-
pears particularly necessary that the remaining funds be
invested in a way which Will insure that the necessarily
smaller number of teachers nationwide will be given the
best possible preparation at colleges and universities.
While a thorough study of the effectiveness of different
components of teacher education would have been worth-
while in 1935, it is imperative that,such a study be

. undertaken now. , Many recently developed research tech-
niques using couiputers are far more able than methods of
earlier decadeS to contribute to settling disputed points

this issue (24)._

While research designs for such projects may vary
somewhat, there is no substitute for studying directly
the needs felt by teache;s in elementary, middle, and
secondary education. Teachers practicing within school
Systems are ,above and away the best qualified to indicate
how effective the education they have received has proven
for the jobs they are expected to do. The review of,felt
needs,should'thus include an evaluation by practic' g
teachers of their teicher-educatiOn courses (method ,

foundations of curriculum, etc.) and a 'simultaneous evalua-
tion by them of the subject matter courses taken by them
in the areas in which they, are teaching. "Interacstion
research" has been undertaken over the last few years but
primarily in the context of correlating different variables
in StIldent preparation, aptitude, and reception to different

-methods of instruction (42,43). The desirability of fur-
ther research pi this type is not questioned, but making
teacher-education institutions react with the results of
their teaching, as perceived by teachers in real -life, situa-
tions, would appear to be even more critical.

20
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In thiconnection, -it would also be*.torthe point

to include a concurrent study of the perceptions and
conclusions of elethentary and secondary school adminis-_
trators regarding the relative importance of teacher-,
education courses and subject - matter courses in the pre-
paration of teachers within their individual schools or
school.systems.

A

Certification Requirements and Competency.Testing

The certification.of elementary, middle and second-
ary school teachers, as a means of assuring that only
qualified persons 'may engage in the education of young
people, relates to higher education in the sense that
certification is based in large part on the preparation
which teachers hav,e acquired at,post-secondary institu-
tions. If it'appears that the elements of teacher educa-
tion should be changed-, then certainly standards for cer-
ti ication should be changed. There appears to be wide-
sp eqd public feeling that present methods of certifica-
tio are not achieving their goal and that the quality'of
teachers in public schools needs improving. In the
"EleVenth Annual Gallup Pool-of the Public's Attitudes
Toward Public Education" (1979), respondents were asked
to rate the public schools and were then asked what "are
the main things that a school has to do" in order to
achieve a top, rating. -The item most frecluently mentioned
was, "improve the quality of eachers." More specific ques-
tions elicited the opinion ihat'teachers should not on.y
be well qualified but "should be required to pass state
board examinations before they are hired as well as at
regular.intervgas.thereafter" (20).

A

What this 'points to ts somsort of examination of
the type. currently called "competency testing." There .

is, In fact a growing movement among the states toLin,
elude teacher'com'petencrtesting requirementsin certifica-
tion regulatit

2,

and a monograph is now available ich

)111
attempts to ch t a realistic course -for teacher ucation
using competency examinations as a component (34 . -The
whole movementis criticized by the NEA, which notes:

The aatest "quilt'..' be ng seized
_ .. ,

,upon by test-happy state a d local
school boards is fraught wi h un- -

fairnss--and'doesn't get 'to the
root -of the problem (43a).

, -:NI

.......j
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Since post-secondary institutions are goitlg to be preparing
grade school teachers with an eye totheil- certification, ,

it makes- sense fbr them to undertake some research on the
efficacy of competency examinations and to examine fot 4
validity thd objections of critics of the 9oncept, such
as those of the NEA.

\ .

Thd methodology for evaluatingthe,efficady.of Com-
petencer t sting is. so much in doubt-,that it would. have to
be latgel formulated by the researcher& themselves, There
arelobviou7s similarities but important differences in like-
ly question responses on the matter of curriculum assess-
ment, as discussed in the section above, and on the matter
afEompetpncy,testing. In the former contex , that of. sim-
131y weighing elements in a teacher's post-se ondary pre-
paration, there is no inherent threat to the teacheras'
respondent. In an analogous survey regarding competency
testing,..ehowelier, the respondent may be influenced by the
implicit threat of being required to take such an examina-
tion, i.e.,.feelings of having to take competency tests
themselves df they become required could easily color the
responses of practicing teachers. There are undoubtedly
ways around this, and-a starting point might be to present
competency testyri as a possible future certification ele-
ment to replace others which the respondent Could rate as
lens relevant to teaching performance. While the former
type of survey is more nearly ideal from a researcher's
point of view because it stays relatively clear of immedi-
ately felt vested interests on the part of respondents,
the second is probably ore relevant to actual conditions
of the coming decade ill'a choice must be made between the
two: competency testing-is a very live issue and should
be understood in all its ramifications at institutions of
higher education which prepare teachers. Still, prior
curriculum assessment could serve as a starting point in
evaluating the post - secondary preparation of teachers,
with results of this assessment used in further research
an competency testing. . ...

ofesSional Educational Preparation for Constructive
A. aches to U.S. Cultural Diversity

The fact that some attempts to ameliorate racial
tensions in the late 1960s and 1970s'by modifying school
curricula fell far short of exppctations does not change
the fact that the United States is still an ethnically
and culturally diverse society with unsolved problems.
Its educational syStem demands teachers and other educa-
tional,personnel who are trained to carry out professional
tasks in a wide variety of -settings and with fulIlunder-
standing of the significance of multiculturalism_for mean-
ingful education (26).

r
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In the 1980s wide variations in the exteNt and -hgree
,to which equal and adequat educational opportunities are
available to American yout still exist. Great dispari-
ties and inadequacies sti 1 attend educational provision

- for groups not in the cul ural mainstream. Elimination of
as'much of this condition as possible will require post-
.secondary.institutions to produce educators who are ade--
quately prepared and favorably inclined to work with yOung
people of different zthnic groups or culturaJ. identities.

Part of the probledi maybe coped with in ways which
donotahave much to do with future research Iflorts:
simply the furthering of more knowledge and erstanding
of diffei.ent ethnic, religious, and cultural grows may
contribute to a desire on .the part of educators on all

. levels to help young memberS of the sub - groups` maintain
their identity while themselveqcontributing to land en-

- joying advantages .supplied by mainstream American life.
Still, a start has been made in suggesting educational re-
search in this area (27), and .the scope can be profitably
expanded. At the moment, it seems desirable for research
projects to have grade-school age groups as the focal
point for obtaining much) of the data sought, but the point
should be -ta carry what is learned back to post-secondary
institutions to augment teacher education. There have
been efforts to apprOach this problem since the early
Glazer'and Moynihan study, Beyond the Melting Pot (21),
appeared' twenty years ago,'but a systematic exniation
needs to be undertaken to determine what has worked, .what
has not worked, and what might-work if tried, towards the
goal of maintaining the cultural diversity which enriches
the American mainstream,.while enabling young people of
minority ethnic, religious-and cultural groups to attain
a level of education commensurate with their abilities.
When more is known about content and method for educators
to deal with aspects of cultural diversity in American
education, colleges and universities engaged in teacher
education can modify or expand their training efforts ac-
cordingly.

IV. OTHER ISSuES.

Impact of Intercollegiate Athletics on Academic Standards

Media attention to intercollegiate athleticg has
generated a certain public awareness of the issue of non-
academic activities which are supposed to complement or
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support adadernic..ones but-which compete with them as.well.
, "fstematIF research worthy .of the tame was found in

this area during the course of this study, although there
are oblique a illsions to the probletilmnnder.the heading of

--- "retention" ollowing "recruitment," as in. a 19(81 .poll of
college presi &its. on Critical issues confrontOn& their

' institutions (13).. it is, of course, askin rather much
to expect.spokesmen for post-secondary instutions publicly

, to entertain the question of whether emphasis on _athletics
may have some damaging effect on academic standards at the
very time their institutions are engaged in fierce competi-
tion to recruit athletes.

i

Basic research needs2.to be done on the total scope
of athletic recruiting and efforts to maintain athletes
in good standing sufficient to allow them to compete.
Data on the nature and scop f these recruiting efforts
will, of course, raise ethic questions for further cbn-
sideration. the moment it is, widely believed thatithe
success of at tic teams is absolutely necessary to assure
strong alumni upport of institutions of higher learning,
but concrete r earch could be done to demonstrate to.what
extent this cor elation-, perceived by faculty members and
administrators Of post-secondary institutions, actually
exists. Some quantitative data here would put questions
of academic/athletic financing in some perspective:' Is
there an actual cost-benefit ratio between athletic ex-
penditures which generate team victories and alumni con-
tributions which justifies increasing such expenditures
up to given points, or not? Results of this research
might welt-be found appalling in some academic circles,
but they should contribute to)making discuSsion of the
inherent problems mbre.ratignal.

_

, .. ,

More dificult to approach, but quite valuable to
know, would be data concerning the "shading" of academic
standards for athletes and the-results lkx both the aca-
demic careers of the athletes in question and the main-
tenance of academic standards. The matter of special
admissions is currently fairly open and aboveboard: it
should not be difficult to research the-variety of means
by wHich students .considered particularly valuable to the
school are admitted on a different basis than others.
What happens then. is less clear: theoretically in most
instances, students admitted because of their special value
to the school, rather than because thy meet set standards .

competitively, are exprcted to maintain academic good
standing with or without the' aid of special tutoring.
It would probably be quite difficult to find out with com-
pelling accuracy how much pressure is exerted directly or

4.
t
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indirectly on instructori'tO maintain athletes in good
standing, but it is likely that .at-least something of
value'could be learned from such a study. -Fullerstudies
of what proportions. of-students specially admitted in. ',

--. this context actually complete academic careers in good
- . standing would be useful in helping to, expose crass abuses

- 7-
if,

in,
fact; they exist.

. ,
. ,

-""-7-- I k The efficacaf special tutoring could' be 'profitably
,

.

Studied within.limitson the level of what proportion of
athletes receiving what concentration of. special tutoring
have been able to maintain academic good standing. It
would, of course, be close to impossible'to determine in
individual cases with much accurcy, how much the special
tutoring, as opposed to subtle or'unsubtle pressure on
instructors, has helped to maintain students' gradepoint
averages, but overall there might well be a 'correlation
between institutional investments in special tutoring and
results achieved. Here, too, a bit of basic costAenefit
analysis should be possible.

What Guidelines, If Any, Should Be Established to Address
FFFElems Relating to Growing Collaboration?

While collaborative efforts have-been undertaken in
the past, in view of federal budget cuts and declining en-
rollments they are believed to become more prevalent in
the future. Much of the literature on this topic-is threat-
predicting in tone, tending to assume that industrial-
academic collaboration will undermine the independence of
the university. On the other hand,- it seems warranted to
observe at the outset that charges concerning the influence
pf the "military-industrial complex" on academia have been
made before:particularly with reference to large govern-
ment contracts ,for military-related research during the
Vietnam War. It may be recalled that during-the main
years of that war, 1965-1972, the universitieS. were actual-
ly locations of very outspoken Criticism of governmental'
policycontraCts or na-centracti. Precisely because of
the conflicting evidence, attempts at objectively defining
the nature and scope of corporate influence on post-
secondary institutions of education as the result of mer-
gers are important.

Questions raised thus far under this hiding include:
the future of academic freedom, corporate in uence over
the direction and methodology of university research, the
profit motive of business versus the educational mission
of academia, possible new restrictions on the publication

25
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and exchange of scientific information, the righb.of,a
,

university to sell- its publicall3f created "and perpetuated
resources and reputation to private,deriterests, and the

.compatibility of the-i trestws df multinatioltal_corp ra-
tions with those of public interep; and national .wel--
fare (341,37)., ..-

. b coupe most .-of the existing lieerture' is
threat-percepti erattier.thon'optiom.i.stic regards ig the
changed 'assumed o follow. from A:ndrep.Sed ocadenfic= r
industrial coopera on; the'questions.obOveare phrased
in the same tendent °Us; negative fAhidn'in which; they.
are. found in. arti esrpublished so fardwthis issue..
StilI:theHquestionsr:raised.are:real ones-, although ..they_
may be given quite different.answers frork..the.ones -an-
ticipated by those who raised. them. ',.FortsOcample, since
industries are felt to be the benefiCiaries of the free-
market economy, more than,dther-troups:In the eyes of .some.
of the criticol:researthers,the assumptidn.appears.e6
follow that"a result of.corporate influence will be the,
promotion of freeenterprise philosophy and the suppres-..
sion of lesS.favorable views-'of laiosez-faire economics,-
a turn of eventloperceivsed as a threatto.academic freedom.

On the other hand, appears possible to'argue that
with advoqates of free enterprisbeing represented so
sparsely in seme institutions and disciplines and the
very possibility of eimploying highpro;ile advocates of
minimal government in doubt within somd department, that
a little external influence in the direction-of supporting
free-dnterprise viex14s would incease the scope of philo-
sophic debate at these 'schools and thhs contribute to the
freer expression of views. r-

In the someyein, discussion of the; profit motive
of business, versus the educational mission of academia
implies, that academia is more quality-oriented in its
choice of what' programs 'to offer and continue, whi4e
business is more interested in larger, numbers, a vie*
implicit in the criticism of computer-assiPted instruc-
tion as a "schodl-as-factory" 4ppr ach voiced by computgr,
managed instruction advocates .(see section of this
study) (2,37)., This may be true, but it surely remains
to be, proven. Surely, the-trend towards MBO (ignagemmt-11
by Objective) and the felt need for'mighty increases in
CHP^(Credit Hour Production), to justify requests for
larger appropriations from state legisratureS is obvious
in s ate institutions of post-secondary education, which
eoretically should'be more shielded from a need.to re,

sort to a "business" mentality than private institutions.
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Research on these and related issues should attempt to
isolate business-mentality trends,,in academia which may
be independent-of-the results of, corporate influence;
then demonstrate the degree, if any, to which these trends
are-furthered by corporate influence; and finallyattenipt
to assesswhether such influence is, in fact, damaging to
academic independence.

--s-

It is worth keeping in mind, however, that the im-
pact of business on academia resulting from an inflasion
of industrial funds,to support research may be less than
anticipated. National Science Foundation data, as re-
ported in Chemical and. Engineering News in 1980,were pu
in the following chart form for an Tificle in Physic
Today (41):

J

.U.S. R & D, Performance in 1979
(Billions of 1979 dollars)

if
type of Research
.or Development Industry Prril.ts Universitya Government Total

0

Basic researcd 1 1 4 1 7.

Applied research. 7 1 2 2 12 --/

Development: 29 1 1 4 35

Totk' 38 2
b

7 7 54

a) Includes federally Funded R&D centers.
-bO'Tptals do not always add up, because of rounding.

.0n the basis of/these existing funding ratios the author
dtaws the following conclusion:

Since most of the funding for uni-
versity basic research is already
derived from Federal tax revenues
.(to which corporations give up about
half of their pre-tax earnings), it
is difficult to imagine company
managements justifying to ttleir
stockholderS (or'for that matter to
themselves) the expenditure of even
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a. fraction as many basic research
dollars in universities as they
do in their own organizations.
Furthermore, if the companies sup-
ported university research to the \
tune of, say, 10% of their own
basic research budget, it would,
provide at ,most only a 3 %- increase
in university research funding. (41)

And so, contrary to thevexpectations of those who
feat corporate influence and of those-who might welcome
it in academia, it is possible that'what convergence of
business and academic interests may occur will have rela-
tively little influence on what basic research is under-
taken in universities, let along what is taught and who
teaches it. These considerations notwithstanding, if it
should be ascertained that industrial-academic mergers dd,
in fact, dontain potential-threats to the integrity of
institutions of higher education, either under the general
heading of loss of academic independence Or that of dilut-
ing standards to accommodate the profit motive, some fur-

. ther research could beidone on the feasibility of guide-
lines to deal with sucti mergers. It is possible that there
are enough instances of corporate-academic merging in which
academic integrity has been maintained that principltes for
workable guidelines cah be arrived at inductively both with
regard to their typical content and with regard to the
decision-making process which' will construct and implement
them.

Effects of'Faculty Unionization

Eight to ten years ago, when it appeared that faculty
unionization in post-secondary institution9 was\a likely
national trend, negative predictions concerning results of
such a development were outlined in publications of Uni-
versity Professors for Academic Order (UPAO). The con-
trasting assumptions of those advocating campus unions
were fairly well known and continue to be. They stress the
raising of faculty salaries and, in general, the indepen-
dence of faculties in dealing with administrations over- ,

such matt ,ers as workload, fringe benefits, and tenure.

Since then, there have been many tendentious pro -.
nouncements on both sides, but an objective examination
of the actual effects of unionization at colleges and uni-
vet'sities still needs -to be made. Just as the negative
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predictions concerning the effects of corporate-academic
mergers noted above are, in effect.,]hypotheses and an ex-
amination of them can profitably serve as starting points
for assessing the pros and cons of increased corporate-

_ academic collaboration, so also a-list of pessimistic pre-
_ dictions, such as that given by Dr. Russell Kirk in March _

1975 could serve well to outline the questions which should
:,.. be answered about faculty unionization in higher education
--.14 (28a).

. i

Has, in fact, leadership in questions of curriculum
and instruction shifted from'individual faculty members
and orgahizations such as faculty senates to union com-
mittees, or have unions tende4 to Test content without at-
tempting to exert influence in these areas? Has teaching
and research, in fact,. become more ideological at such in-
stitutions, as a result of a need for faculty members to
conform lectures and writings to views approved by union
leadership, or have unions refrained from formulating
ideological statements and attempting to have these used
as standards in teaching and publication? Overall, has
'academic freedom suffered s a result of union activity on
campuses; have unions in ead sought to promote academic
freedom; are ther :;4 mtxe results; Or "none of the above"?

This sort ,of examination. could be done through ques-
tionnaire and interviewing techniques. As is the case with
several of the other sensitive items suggested in this study,
it would be necessary to guarantee anonymity to respondents
and to pay some attention to the nature of minority posi-
tions taken among them. In this type of. research, inten-
sity of responsp should be considered along. with frequency
of numbers in Atempting to assess impact, It is quite
possible that majorities of respondents will have noted
little or no threat to, or improvement in, their teaching
and research environments, while significant changes may
be measured from responses by a minority which has felt an
impact.

These, then, are themost critical issues facing, or,
let us say, posing opportunities for meaningful post-
secondary educational research in the 1980s. On some of
them, it willobe quite difficult to do definitive research,
but the point is that much more can be known about these
issues, and research findings can contribute substantially
to our understanding of post-secondary edtcation even if
final answers are not forthcoming.
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